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Short Abstract

Where survey data are used for quantitative assessment of the relationship of socio-economic variables to male fertility, data quality is a concern. Survey data on male fertility are known to be worse for men than for women. Population-level data, especially for non-marital births, are also available in less detail for men, and often with lower degrees of completeness. Nevertheless, given the known problems with men’s fertility reports in survey data, it may be even more necessary to use what data are available from population sources. We do so in a study of the socio-economic associations with male fertility, using different statistical methods that successively relax assumptions about the accuracy of the population data from birth registrations and the survey data from the 2002 National Survey of Family Growth.

Extended Abstract

The close connection among family formation, childrearing, the acquisition of education, and labor market decisions for women has long been recognized. With the recent focus in the policy and research communities on the role of fathers in families, understanding the tradeoffs and complementarities between family life and market work takes on a central role in analyzing the transition to adulthood for men as well. Because both labor market opportunities (e.g., declining wages for low skilled men) and family processes (e.g., increases in non-marital births and absent fathering) have undergone major changes in recent decades, it is even more critical to understand the factors that affect the transition to fatherhood.

Among the questions that may be addressed with survey data are: What is the relationship between the transition to biological fatherhood and other transitions to adulthood, such as marriage, educational completion, and entry into the workforce? What are the social, economic, policy, relationship and individual factors associated with men fathering further children after they have already become fathers, and what factors lead men to have additional births with more than one partner?

While survey data are needed for quantitative assessment of these socio-economic questions, data quality is a concern. Not only are survey data on male fertility worse for men than for women (see Garfinkel et al 1998 for the NSFH, Mott et al., 2003, for NLSY79; Harris and Boisjoly, 2004, for AddHealth; Lindberg et al 1998 for NSAM, and Rendall et al, 1999, for the PSID). Population-level data, especially for non-marital births, are also available in less detail for men, and often for low degrees of completeness. This makes the benchmarking of survey estimates against population data a further challenge. Nevertheless, because of the known problems with men’s fertility reports in survey data, it may be even more important in the case of men’s fertility than
women’s to use what data are available from population sources. To do so, we will experiment with different statistical methods that successively relax assumptions about the accuracy of the population and survey data.

1. Exact and inexact population constrained estimates of male fertility with “representative” survey data

In the first two approaches, we will first use population-level data to either “exactly” or “inexactly” constrain estimates from a single survey data source, the 2002 NSFG, under the assumption that the data from the NSFG are missing fatherhood episodes “randomly by covariate” (Rubin 1977). We call this a “representative” survey dataset.

The population level data are birth registration data with imputed father’s age where missing on the birth certificate, and Census Bureau annual population estimates by age and sex. These are used to calculate age-specific male fertility rates for the years 1975-present. The method of imputation when men’s data are missing from the birth certificate is that described in the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) Vital Statistics Reports (2003). Specifically, we use the age of father reported on the birth certificate to identify fathers by single-year age. Father’s age is missing from the birth certificate in substantial numbers of cases. In 2002, information on the age of the father was missing in 13% of all births, 24% of births to mothers aged less than 25, and 38% of non-marital births. In those cases we will allocate births to fathers of a given age in the same proportion as births where the father’s age is not missing. As the National Center for Health Statistics report (2003) argues, “This procedure avoids the distortion in rates that would result if the relationship between age of mother and age of father were disregarded.” The method is described in detail in the Technical Notes to the report. Note that this method assumes that for a given age of the mother, father’s age is not missing in any systematic way.

Our estimated population age-specific male fertility rates, however, will be inaccurate to the degree that this assumption is violated. Earlier research by Elo et al. (1999) investigates this issue by comparing the distribution of fathers’ ages from vital statistics data with more complete data on fathers’ ages from the 1988 National Maternal and Infant Health Survey (NMIHS). Their results suggest that “there is no systematic bias in the reporting of fathers’ ages… on the birth certificate.”

In our first estimation, we assume that these population values are exact. This is the estimation assumption in the women’s fertility examples addressed by Handcock, Huovilainen (2000) and Handcock, Rendall, and Cheadle (forthcoming). A computationally convenient way of addressing this type of estimation problem when there are multiple covariates and multiple constraints is provided by Chaudury, Handcock, and Rendall (2005).

In our second estimation, we assume that the need for imputation of men’s age in some of the NCHS data will lead to population estimates that may not reasonably be characterized as exact, and that may even be biased. Our solution to adjust for this type of bias is to use a Bayesian statistical approach that brings in a third type of information: expert opinion. Under this approach, expert opinion is solicited to weigh the probability that a given value of the constraint (including the value estimated by the NCHS) equals the true value. This approach recognizes that the NCHS value may not be the true value,
and that alternative values of the constraint may be. Formally, this is implemented by attaching a “prior” probability distribution over the alternate values of the constraints. The “best” point estimate will receive the highest weight, but the other estimates will receive some weight too in the process of arriving at the Bayesian point estimate.

We now provide specific details of Bayesian statistical inference about the parameter \( \theta_0 \) given expert opinion about the constraint value \( \phi \). The Bayesian paradigm explicitly uses probability distributions to express information about \( \theta_0, \phi \) or unobserved data in terms of probability statements that are based on the combined information of each of the three types. Let \( q^{(\phi)}(\phi) \) denote the probability from expert opinion about the constraint value \( \phi \). This also implies expert opinion about the value \( \theta_0 \) through the constraint function \( C(\theta_0) = \phi \). To combine this information with the survey data we apply Bayes theorem to this distribution and the model. This produces the distribution representing what we know about \( \theta_0 \) “posterior” to the survey data:

\[
p(\theta_0; y, x) = \alpha(y,x) \times q^{(\phi)}(C(\theta)) \times L(\theta; y, x)
\]

The first term \( \alpha(y,x) \) does not depend on \( \theta \), so interest focuses the likelihood \( L(\theta; y, x) \) and the implied prior distribution for \( \theta_0, q^{(\phi)}(C(\theta)) \). In this role, the latter term represents the population level information expressed in the constraints and the former expresses the information in the survey sample data about \( \theta_0 \). Under the Bayesian paradigm, this posterior distribution represents our complete knowledge of \( \theta_0 \) based on prior knowledge about the constraint value, potentially some prior knowledge about the parameter value for given values of the constraint, and finally the sample survey data itself.

The reduction in sampling error under a Bayesian prior about the constraint will be less than in the case that the constraint is exact. Reduction in sampling error will be achieved, however, in cases of an informative prior. By ‘informative’, we simply mean that the function \( q^{(\phi)}(\phi) \) gives a stronger weighting to values of \( \phi \) given by and near those given by the NCHS or similar population value than they give to some randomly chosen value of the constraint. The greater the confidence of expert opinion in the precision of the demographic analyses and data that went into forming the constraint estimation, the greater will be the reductions in both variance and bias. The Bayesian approach has its strength, and weakness, is the quality of the expert judgment. In particular, the degree of bias reduction is directly related to the expert’s ability to capture the direction and range of possible values of the constraint. An additional strength of the Bayesian approach is the ability to easily combine expert opinion with additional empirical information from either sample or population data.

2. Bayesian priors that take into account biases in the survey dataset

The above approach fails to take into account the problem that men’s births are unlikely to be missing at random by covariate, and are instead likely to induce elements of “non-representativeness” in the survey dataset. For example, non-marital fertility reporting
may be expected to be much worse where the man is not living with the mother then when he is living with the mother, and may be worse among black men than among white men. This information (coresidence and race) is contributed by the survey data only in our example study, as we do not attempt to estimate race-specific fertility from the NCHS data.

This problem of non-random missingness on the covariates of interest may be addressed by forming Bayesian priors that are specific to the possible deficiencies of a given survey source----here the 2002 NSFG. For example, the retrospective nature of the NSFG may make it more likely that births in previous marriages are not reported as compared to in panel data that picks up the births while the marriage is still intact (Rendall et al 1999).

We sketch out in this section a Bayesian approach to dealing with non-representative survey data, in the more general case in which two non-representative survey data sources are combined with the population data. This allows for different representations of the uncertainty about survey data. We indicate some of the challenges for the implementation and further development of this approach.

Using the notation of the previous section, let \( C_1(\theta_o) = \phi_1 \) be the constraints on the first survey and \( q^{[\delta]}(\phi) \) the prior distribution representing expert knowledge for the constraint value. This knowledge may be derived from prior demographic analysis. One such example is the comparing of total births reported by men with total births of a given type reported by men (Rendall et al 1999). Let \( C_2(\theta_o) = \phi_2 \) and \( q^{[\delta]}(\phi) \) be the corresponding elements of the second survey. As in the section above, the effect of the constraints might have the result, for example, of pushing up the intercept parameter of men’s fertility in previous marriages by a greater amount in the constraint applied to the first survey dataset than in the second. They might at the same time, however, decrease the coefficient parameter for black men’s fertility relative to white men’s fertility in the first survey but increase it in the second. If the expert opinion (and demographic analysis underlying it) is valid, the surveys augmented by this information will be approximately representative, at least with respect to the dimensions of overall and race-specific fertility.

Formally, under this approach the combined posterior distribution of \( \theta_o \) is:

\[
p^{[\delta]}(\theta; y, x) = \alpha(y, x) \times q^{[\delta]}(C_1(\theta)) \times L_1(\theta; y, x) \times q^{[\delta]}(C_2(\theta)) \times L_2(\theta; y, x)
\]

Here \( L_1(\theta; y, x) \) and \( L_2(\theta; y, x) \) are the likelihoods for the first and second surveys, respectively. If we had not conducted a demographic analysis of the surveys, the equation would be reduced to the product of the two likelihood functions. Bias will then be left uncorrected. Its level will be a weighted average of the bias present in each of the two surveys, where their respective sample sizes provide the weights. Reductions in sampling error, however, will be realized by the pooling of the two datasets. The reduction in sampling error will be less than in the case that a demographic analysis had been undertaken leading to an informative prior. By ‘informative’, we now mean that the functions \( q^{[\delta]}(\phi) \) and \( q^{[\delta]}(\phi) \) give a stronger weighting to values of \( \phi \) given by and near those given by the demographic analysis than they give to some randomly chosen value of this constraint. In the extreme, where the expert believes the constraint values to
be exact, we are close to the special case first presented above, in which exact population constraints were combined with the representative survey data. The difference in this general presentation is that now we realize reductions in bias as well as variance by using the constraint with non-representative survey data.
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